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Abstract

Despite poor image quality, occlusions, and small train-
ing datasets, recent pedestrian attribute recognition (PAR)
methods have achieved considerable performance. How-
ever, leveraging only spatial information of different at-
tributes limits their reliability and generalizability. This
paper introduces a multi-perspective approach to reduce
over-dependence on spatial clues of a single perspective
and exploits other aspects available in multiple perspectives.
In order to tackle image quality and occlusions, we exploit
different spatial clues present across images and handpick
the best attribute-specific features to classify. Precisely, we
extract the class-activation energy of each attribute and
correlate it with the corresponding energy present across
other images using the proposed Self-Attentive Cross Re-
lation Module. In the next stage, we fuse this correlation
information with similar clues accumulated from the other
images. Lastly, we train a classification neural network
using combined correlation information with two different
losses. We have validated our method on four widely used
PAR datasets, namely Market1501, PETA, PA-100k, and
Duke. Our method achieves superior performance over most
existing methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of a multi-
perspective approach in PAR.

1. Introduction

Pedestrian attribute recognition (PAR) not only facili-
tates individual-level analysis but also enables broader ap-
plications, such as person-re-identification [14,17,32], hu-
man identification [23], face recognition [11], and person
search [1]. The ability to automatically infer attributes such
as age, gender, clothing style, and accessories from pedes-
trian images holds immense potential for safety and surveil-
lance. It can also play a pivotal role in enhancing the capa-
bility of security systems deployed for detection of attributes
like handbags, cellphones, backpacks etc. This will be useful
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Figure 1. “Is this person holding or carrying a bag?” The exist-
ing PAR models process a single image and predict solely based
on spatial cues. The occlusion and limited viewpoint often hin-
der prediction. Our proposed multi-perspective approach exploits
class-activation information across images to accurately predict the
attribute.

in lost-and-found situations too. However, despite substan-
tial advancements, pedestrian attribute recognition is still a
critical challenge due to the following factors: (i) Pedestrians
exhibit a wide range of appearances due to camera parameter
variations. (ii) Pedestrian attributes can be highly correlated,
making it difficult to distinguish between them solely based
on visual cues. (iii) Pedestrians in real-world scenarios are
often partially occluded by objects or other individuals. (iv)
High-resolution images and larger training datasets are un-
available. Due to these factors, it is challenging to train a
robust pedestrian attribute recognition model.

Several notable attempts have been made to recognize
pedestrian attributes [3, 5, 10, 14, 15, 19–21, 29, 31, 32, 36].
These attempts can be safely grouped into two broad cate-
gories: feature-centric and attribute-correlation approaches.
The feature-centric methods are engineered to extract im-
age features that represent specific attributes. Few early at-
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Figure 2. Multi-perspective and Occluded Samples: Some of
the important PAR datasets contain occluded objects and persons
in multiple perspectives. The first two rows are from the PETA-
3DPeS [6] and Market1501 [37] datasets depicting a person cap-
tured from multiple perspectives. The last row depicts a few images
containing occluded samples.

tempts mainly leverage hand-crafted features such as texture
and color [9]. Recently, deep-learning-based approaches
extract features using region proposal [2, 8], attention-
mechanism [3, 19, 36], and pose estimation [14]. However,
these attempts fail to distil attribute correlations. Correlation-
based approaches employ sequential networks such as
RNN [36] and ConvLSTM [20] to establish correlation.
However, these approaches fall short in the following scenar-
ios: (i) Due to occlusions and poor image quality, important
visual cues are obscured or distorted. (ii) Attributes may
exhibit ambiguity due to limited viewpoint, e.g. inferring
age when the pedestrian’s back region is only visible. (iii)
Mining attribute correlation is not always advantageous, es-
pecially in smaller, environment-specific datasets. For exam-
ple, the CUHK subset from PETA [6] dataset is exclusively
captured within a university campus environment, predomi-
nantly featuring students and teachers. Market1501 [37] is
dominated by accessories like bags, handbags, hats, back-
packs, shorts, etc. The trained models pose the potential
challenge of overfitting the specific attributes and character-
istics prevalent in the dataset. Moreover, a handful of PAR
datasets [6, 17, 37] include multiple instances of the same
person. Fig. 2 depicts a few such samples.

Motivated by the above observations, we have introduced
a multi-perspective approach that analyzes multiple images
of a single pedestrian and predicts the attributes using more
robust and reliable cues. Precisely, we extract the class-
activation map of each attribute using a baseline network. It
highlights the discriminative regions within an image. This
predicts a specific attribute with higher intensities, suggest-
ing a more pronounced association between the highlighted
regions and the attribute of interest. In addition to this, we

also obtain the confidence score of each attribute. We extract
these cues across multiple images and establish a correlation
between activation energy and confidence score contrary
to the attribute correlation approach. In the final stage, we
fuse these cues and train a neural network using combined
correlation information precisely distil from multiple im-
ages. This has been illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, if the
hand bag attribute is not visible from one of the images, our
model extracts relevant spatial features of hand bag from
the remaining images and combines them with a final set
of features to predict hand bag. This is difficult to predict
using existing PAR methods. We have experimentally vali-
dated that the attribute-specific class-activation energy plays
a vital role along with the spatial information to predict the
attribute accurately. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first approach to address the pedestrian attribute recognition
problem using a multi-perspective approach. Moreover, this
unique approach traces occlusions opportunely and mini-
mizes the prediction error caused by the limited viewpoints.
To achieve this, we have made the following technical con-
tributions:

• We introduce a multi-perspective approach to PAR
problem that predicts attributes using stronger class-
activation energy across images, thus tackling occlu-
sions and limited viewpoints together.

• We propose Self-Attentive Cross Relation Module
(S-ACRM) that mines the correlation between an at-
tribute’s activation energy and confidence score.

• The proposed method has been trained on multiple non-
consecutive images of the same pedestrian. It has been
extensively evaluated on four widely used PAR datasets,
namely PA-100k, Market1501, PETA and Duke.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3, we
formulate the PAR problem and provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the proposed method. In Sec. 4, we have presented
experiments and results. Sec. 5 discusses future directions
and concludes the work.

2. Related Work

Pedestrian attribute recognition (PAR) has gained signif-
icant attention in computer vision. Earlier methods [9, 11]
rely on handcrafted features and separate classifiers for each
attribute.

Recent advancements in deep learning, particularly Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs), have shown promis-
ing results in PAR. Wang et al. [33] have reviewed deep
learning-based methods, highlighting their success in cap-
turing attribute co-occurrence dependencies. Some holistic
approaches have been proposed, such as DeepCAMP [7],
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Figure 3. Proposed Architecture: It consists of three stages: initial predictions by the baseline ϕ, generation of correlation matrix R using
proposed S-ACRM, and attribute classification stage. In stage one, we accumulate three vectors, class-activation energy, confidence score,
and attribute prediction. In the second stage, we employ a self-attention mechanism to learn the correlation between activation energy and
confidence score. In the third stage, we combine these relationship matrices and train the fully connected layer F using LA and LG losses.

which extracts attribute features from image blocks, and Lo-
calization Guided Networks [29], which focus on attribute-
related local features. Attention-based methods, like the
multi-directional attention model proposed by Liu et al. [19],
have been introduced to improve recognition performance.

Another line of research explores modelling the relation-
ships between attributes. JRL [31] utilizes Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) to capture the dependencies between at-
tribute labels. Graph-based methods such as VC-GCN [15]
and A-AOG [22] incorporate conditional random fields and
graphical models to represent attribute correlations. Li et
al. [10] have proposed a graph reasoning network to model
spatial and semantic relationships between regions and at-
tributes jointly. JLAC [27] employs attribute-relationship
and contextual relationship modules to discover and cap-
ture attribute and contextual relationships. In addition to
this, a multi-view approach is particularly advantageous as
it captures diverse perspectives, ensuring robust recognition
even in occluded scenarios. Chen et al. [4] have proposed a
method utilizing view information and attention mechanisms
to accurately localize attributes. QuadNet [35] addresses the
challenges of baggage re-identification (ReID) by leveraging
multi-view sampling and view-aware attentional features.

It is worth noting that the aforementioned methods often
require large-scale labelled training data with high-quality
images as inputs, which may not apply to real-world surveil-

lance scenarios with small training data and poor image qual-
ity. Therefore, recent research has focused on addressing
these challenges. For instance, Li et al. [16] have incorpo-
rated human pose guidance to extract local region features.
At the same time, the proposed JRL model [31] introduces
multiple time steps attention mechanisms to model relations
between images and attributes.

In summary, pedestrian attribute recognition has wit-
nessed significant progress with the advent of deep learning
techniques, particularly CNNs. Various approaches have
been explored including holistic designing, attention-based,
graph-based, contextual information, and multi-view cues.
However, they fail to perform satisfactorily in the presence of
occlusion, poor image quality, and smaller training datasets.

3. Proposed Method
We start by formulating the Pedestrian Attribute Recog-

nition (PAR) problem. Next, we present the proposed
method that exploits the spatial relationship between non-
consecutive pedestrian images to detect attributes. Lastly,
we describe the incorporated loss functions, model training,
and inference.

3.1. Problem Definition

Following the work presented in [5], we define the PAR
problem as a multi-label classification problem, where given
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a pedestrian image, our goal is to learn an attribute recogni-
tion model that predicts the attributes.

Assume the set of attributes of a pedestrian image
is denoted by Π = {π1, π2, . . . , πM}, where M is
the number of attributes available in the dataset. Let
{(I1,Y1), (I2,Y2), . . . (IN ,YN )} be N samples in the
training set, where Ii is the i-th pedestrian image sample
and Yi ∈ Π. Specifically, Y is a human-annotated binary
vector with 0 and 1 specifying the absence and presence
of an attribute in image I. Given this setup, our goal is to
design a PAR model H(.) that generates the probability pi
for each attribute πi in Π, i.e. H(I,Π) = [p1, p2, . . . pM ].
The probability p has been used to calculate the loss during
training and generate prediction results during inference.

3.2. Overall Architecture

An overview of the proposed pipeline is depicted in Fig. 3.
It consists of three steps, namely i) the generation of initial at-
tribute prediction by backbone network (ϕ), ii) the generation
of cross-relation matrix using the proposed Self-Attentive
Cross Relation Module (S-ACRM), and iii) the attribute clas-
sification stage. Our motivation stems from the understand-
ing that selecting the most informative pedestrian evidence
among multiple images enhances attribute detection. Hence,
the proposed pipeline generates initial predictions and then
attempts to establish a relationship between confidence and
activation energy of each attribute to find substantial evi-
dence. In the first step, we obtain three prediction vectors
using ϕ, namely Ve, Vc, and Vp. Ve,Vc ∈ RM×1, where Vc

is the confidence score generated by the FC layer of network
ϕ, Ve be the activation energy vector obtained through target
layer of ϕ, and M is the number of attributes present in the
dataset. Vp is the binary prediction vector for M attributes.
We have used these vectors to find robust evidence across K
input images and generate the final predictions. In the sub-
sequent sections, we provide detailed descriptions of these
stages.

3.3. Initial Predictions Using Baselines

Given multiple images of the same pedestrian, we have
employed the baseline ϕ to generate predictions of K images
such that Vi

p = ϕs(Ii,W) and Vi
e = ϕt(Ii,W), where Vi

p,
Vi
e are prediction (0,1) and class-activation energy vectors

of i-th image, W is pre-trained weights of the baseline, ϕt

and ϕs are target and last sigmoid layer, respectively.
The pipeline aims to predict attributes using stronger

evidence across K images. Hence, we exploit attribute-
specific class-activation information to determine the quality
of the evidence. Following this [30], we estimate how much
class-activation energy falls into the targeted bounding box.
To obtain this energy of an attribute, we first obtain the
class-activation feature map using the intermediate target
layer ϕt and calculate the proportion suggested by [30]. To
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Figure 4. Class-activation Energy: Pedestrian 1 is an exam-
ple from PETA-GRID [6] and pedestrian 2 is a sample from
DukeMTMC-reID [17]. Each image sample is represented us-
ing four parts: a) input sample, b) two body parts (upper and lower),
c) class-activation map for a specific attribute, and d) energy map
division according to the body parts. In the Pedestrian 1 sample,
for bag prediction, the energy of lower body (87.46%) is higher
than the upper body (12.54%). In contrast, in Pedestrian 2 for the
upper cloth color, energy of upper body (81.59%) is higher.

accomplish this, we have divided the input image into two
halves (upper and lower body) and assumed these halves as
bounding boxes for the attributes. For example, upper body
is the bounding box for the hat attribute. Next, the amount
of class-activation energy within the box is divided by the
total energy of the saliency map to generate a proportion.
This energy-based estimation is inspired from the following
observation: pedestrian attributes tend to appear in specific
regions of the image, e.g. head being predominantly located
in the upper part or shoes are in the lower part. Fig. 4
depicts two examples of class-activation energy. For every i-
th attribute πi, we obtain scalar value Vi

e, where high values
represent stronger evidence. In addition to this, we also
collect confidence score Vi

c and prediction vector Vi
p for

every i-th attribute.

3.4. Self-Attentive Cross Relation Module

Higher class-activation energy represents stronger sup-
port for the presence or absence of the attribute. Similarly,
the confidence score indicates the level of certainty regarding
the predicted attribute. To model the relationship between
the pair of energy and the confidence score of an attribute,
we propose an Attentive Cross Relation Module (S-ACRM).
It leverages self-attention to capture and model the inter-
dependencies between energy and confidence, ultimately
producing a cross-relation matrix that encapsulates associa-
tions. We input Vc and Ve to S-ACRM and obtain correlation
matrix R with size M ×M (M is the number of attributes).
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Specifically, Vc and Ve correspond to query and key vectors.
This module aims to derive attention weights that emphasize
the relevance of the energy vector when considering the con-
fidence score for each attribute. This weighting scheme en-
sures that the attributes with stronger evidence in the energy
vector receive heightened attention during the confidence
score computation. The resulting attention weights are uti-
lized to construct a cross-relation matrix R that encapsulates
the learned associations between Vc, Ve.

Ri = s(Vi
e × ViT

c )

R ∈ RM×M ,Vc,Ve ∈ RM×1
(1)

We first transpose Vc and multiply it with Ve, and the rela-
tion matrix R is obtained after the softmax operation. This
formulation is for every i-th image depicted using Eq. (1),
where s is the softmax operation.

The single row from the matrix R represents the corre-
lation between the attribute’s energy score and the other at-
tribute’s confidence score. It means, more evident attributes
receive increased attention during the prediction. Hence, in
S-ACRM, Ve and Vc correspond to key and query vectors,
respectively.

3.5. Trainig using Correlation Matrix

The output of the proposed S-ACRM is a correlation
matrix R for each input image. In this stage, we fuse them
to generate a combined matrix Rc using attribute-wise max
operation, formulated in Eq. (2).

Rc = max(R1, R2, ..., RK), K ∈ {3, 4, ...} (2)

The i-th row of the matrix Rc presents a stronger class-
activation energy across K images for the i-th attribute. For
example, if the boots of the pedestrian are well-predicted
(intense energy) in any input image, then the row belonging
to this attribute has higher correlation values even though the
model fails to detect it more confidently across the remaining
images. In addition to this, we also combine binary predic-
tion vector Vp, as depicted in Eq. (3) using attribute-wise
max, where K ∈ {3, 4, . . .}.

Ŷ = max(V1
p ,V2

p , . . .VK
p ) (3)

Each element in Ŷ represents an attribute’s presence or
absence predicted by the baseline model across K images.
In addition to this, we also combine the human-annotated
ground truth Y using a similar attribute-wise max operation
as shown in Eq. (4),

YG = max(Y1,Y2, . . .YK) (4)

where Yi is the annotated attribute set of the i-th image.
Finally, we feed combined correlation-matrix Rc to the Fully-
connected layer F and train using Ŷ and YG. This is depicted
in Eq. (5). Specifically, we employ two losses LA and LG

to train the F .

LA = BCE(F (RC), Ŷ) LG = BCE(F (RC),YG) (5)

It has been observed that there is a significant imbalance
between pedestrian attributes [5, 12]. To alleviate this im-
balance distribution, we have employed a weighted binary
cross-entropy (BCE) loss function as given in Eq. (6),

LA =

M∑
i=1

ωi (ŷi log (pi) + (1− ŷi) log (1− pi)) (6)

LG =

M∑
i=1

ωi (yi log (pi) + (1− yi) log (1− pi)) (7)

where ŷi ∈ Ŷ , yi ∈ YG, pi probability generated by the
model and ωi is the imbalance weight of the attribute πi and
calculate using Eq. (8),

ωj =

{
e1−ri , yi = 1

eri , yi = 0
(8)

where ri is the positive sample ratio of attribute πi in the
training set. The final loss function consists of the sum of
the loss functions depicted in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), that is,
L = LG + LA.

3.6. Inference

We train the proposed model using multiple images of
the same person to emphasize more on attribute-specific
evidence. The trained model can easily predict a person’s
attributes using a single image during the inference stage.
Firstly, Ve and Vc are generated by the baseline ϕ. Secondly,
these vectors are utilized to obtain the correlation matrix R.
Lastly, they are fed to the trained fully connected model F
to generate the final attribute predictions.

4. Experiments
In this section, we present implementation details,

datasets, evaluation metrics, comparisons of the proposed
method with recent state-of-the-art PAR methods, qualitative
results, and ablation experiments.

4.1. Implementation Details

We employ DeepMAR [12] architecture as a baseline
network ϕ to acquire initial prediction vectors. The authors
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of DeepMAR have constructed a 5-layer CNN. However, we
have utilized ResNet50 pre-trained on ImageNet as a feature
extractor. The whole network has been trained using sigmoid
cross entropy loss as suggested by the authors in [12, 29].
We have also carried out ablation experiments related to
this backbone. The fully-connected layer ϕF consists of
4096, 512, and M output neurons, where M is the number
of attributes in the training set. We have extracted the class-
activation map using Grad-CAM [38] and calculated the
energy of the map as suggested in Score-CAM [30]. M =
27, 35, and 26 for Market1501 [37], PETA [6], and PA-
100k [19], respectively. The final fully-connected network
F has been trained with Adam optimizer with the initial
learning rate set to 1× 10−3 for the first 20 epochs, and then
a linear decrease by a factor of 0.1 as the epochs increase.
The batch size has been set to 64 and 128.

4.2. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

The PA-100k [19] dataset comprises with 100,000 pedes-
trian images captured across 598 outdoor scenes. Each image
was annotated with 26 widely utilized attributes. The dataset
has been partitioned into training, validation, and test sets to
facilitate research, maintaining an 8:1:1 ratio.

The PETA dataset [6] encompasses 8,705 pedestrians
captured in 19,000 images with varying resolutions ranging
from 17 × 39 to 169 × 365. Each pedestrian was anno-
tated with 61 binary attributes and four multi-class attributes.
However, as per the established protocol, only 35 attributes
with a positive label ratio exceeding 5% have been utilized
in the present analysis.

The Market-1501 [37] dataset was collected before a
supermarket at Tsinghua University. The original dataset
contains 751 pedestrians for training and 750 for testing. The
attributes were annotated at the pedestrian level; thus, the
dataset contains 28 x 751 samples for training and 28 x 750
for testing.

The Duke Attribute dataset [17] was also labelled at the
identity level. It contains 34,183 images from 1812 identities,
and each image was annotated with 8 binary attributes and 2
multi-class attributes.

We have used mean accuracy (mA) metric to evaluate
label-based predictions. It involves calculating the accuracy
of each attribute across all samples, regardless of their posi-
tive or negative labels. The mA is then obtained by averaging
the accuracy values of all attributes. The alternate metrics
are instance-based, namely accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1 score.

4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-art

We have compared our method with recent PAR methods
on four aforementioned datasets. Tab. 1 presents the perfor-
mance of recent notable methods [12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 29] on
PA-100k dataset.

Table 1. Performance comparisons (in %) of the state-of-the-art
PAR methods over the PA-100k [19] dataset. Since the PA-100k
dataset does not contain multiple appearances of the person, the
value of K is set to 1.

The top two results are shown in red and blue.
Method Visual Encoder mA Accu Prec Recall F1

DeepMAR [12] CaffeNet 72.70 70.39 82.24 80.42 81.32
HP-Net [19] Inception 74.21 72.19 82.97 82.09 82.53

VS-GCN [19] - 79.52 80.58 89.40 87.15 86.26
PGDM [13] CaffeNet 74.95 73.08 84.36 82.24 83.29
LG-Net [18] - 76.96 75.55 86.99 83.17 85.04
ALM [29] BN-Inception 80.68 77.08 84.21 88.84 86.46

Ours ResNet50 82.26 77.19 86.36 87.92 87.32
Ours VGG16 81.45 75.36 84.10 85.34 86.55

Among the compared methods, DeepMAR [12] with
CaffeNet as the visual encoder achieves mean accuracy
of 72.70%, demonstrating considerable performance. HP-
Net [19] with Inception as the visual encoder achieves a
slightly higher value (74.21%), indicating improved accu-
racy across multiple attributes. Without explicitly relying on
the visual encoder, the VS-GCN [15] method shows remark-
able results with an mA of 79.52%. This method achieves
higher precision (89.40%) and recall (87.15%), indicating
its effectiveness using graph networks. ALM [29] with BN-
Inception as the visual encoder achieves an impressive mA
of 80.68%. This method excels in recall (88.84%), indicat-
ing its ability to capture attributes accurately. Significant
precision and recall have been observed for all methods due
to the availability of a sufficient number of training samples
in the PA-100K dataset. However, a few of them still under-
perform due to large occlusions. In contrast, our proposed
methods using ResNet50 and VGG16 as visual encoders
achieve competitive performance with mA values of 82.26%
and 81.45%, respectively, indicating its robustness against
the high rate of occlusions.

Table 2. Performance comparisons (in %) of the state-of-the-art
PAR methods over the PETA [6] dataset. It contains at least two
non-consecutive appearances for each pedestrian, hence K = 2.

Method Visual Encoder mA Accu Prec Recall F1
DeepSAR [12] VGG16 81.30 - - - -
DeepMAR [12] CaffeNet 82.89 75.07 83.68 83.14 83.41

ACN [26] Inception 81.15 73.66 84.06 81.26 82.64
JRL [31] - 85.67 – 86.03 85.34 85.42

HP-Net [19] Inception 81.77 76.13 84.92 83.24 84.07
VeSPA [25] - 83.45 77.73 86.18 84.81 85.49

MsVVA [24] BN-Inception 84.59 78.56 86.79 86.12 86.46
VC-GCN [15] - 85.21 81.82 88.43 88.42 88.42

Ours ResNet50 88.45 82.21 90.12 87.46 88.70
Ours VGG16 86.18 80.69 87.56 86.23 86.55

Tab. 2 represents the performance of recent notable meth-
ods [12, 15, 19, 24–26] on the PETA dataset. Among the
compared methods, our approach with ResNet50 as the vi-
sual encoder achieves the highest mA of 88.45%, indicating
its superior performance in accurately recognizing pedestrian
attributes. Our method demonstrates high precision (90.12%)
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and a balanced recall (87.46%), showcasing its effectiveness
in capturing attributes using multiple cues during the train-
ing. In contrast, other methods such as DeepSAR [12] and
JRL [31] do not provide specific values for certain metrics,
indicating limited performance analysis. ACN [26] and HP-
Net [19] achieve moderate mA values: 81.15% and 81.77%,
respectively, with relatively lower precision and recall val-
ues. VeSPA and MsVVA show improved performance with
higher mA values: 83.45% and 84.59%, respectively. How-
ever, they still exhibit lower precision and recall than the
proposed method. VC-GCN [15] achieves a high mA of
85.21%, but its precision, recall, and F1 score are identical,
suggesting a bias in its attribute predictions.

The number of samples in Market1501 [37] and Duke-
Attribute [17] is less. Hence, a couple of works [17, 34]
have reported new criteria mFive, which is the mean accu-
racy over the five criteria (mA, Accu, Prec, Recall and F1).
Tab. 4 compares the performance of a few PAR methods
using this criterion on two datasets: Market-1501 [37] and
Duke-Attribute [17]. It can be observed that, in terms of
accuracy, our method achieves the best performance with
91.43% accuracy on the Market-1501 dataset and 89.16%
accuracy on the Duke-Attribute dataset. This indicates the
significance of the activation energy extracted from multiple
images. Another reason is, Market1501 and Duke datasets
have been captured using multiple cameras, resulting in more
complex pedestrian appearances.

4.4. Qualitative Analysis

Fig. 6 depicts attribute-specific localization results ob-
tained by the proposed method on three PAR datasets,
namely Market-1501 [37], PETA [6], and Duke [17]. It
can be observed that the model correctly predicts attributes
based on their appearances in the image. Moreover, we have
also compared the attribute predictions with DeepMAR as
the baseline. It is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from
the first example that DeepMAR and advanced DeepMAR
cannot recognise the handbag’s presence due to partial oc-
clusion. However, our method predicts it correctly. On the
other hand, for the second example, due to heavy occlusion
and similarity between the colour of the jacket and bag, no
method (including ours) can recognize the bag. However,
our method mistakenly realizes it as a backpack, which is
a reasonable prediction. Moreover, due to colour similarity,
both DeepMAR and advanced DeepMAR fail to distinguish
the jacket to which our method predicts it correctly. Both
Figs. 5 and 6 witness the advantage of leveraging class-
activation clues to predict attributes even in partial occlusion
accurately. More such prediction examples have been added
to the supplementary document.

Ground Truth: Female, Handbag, Shorts, Short Hair
DeepMAR: Female, Backpack, Shorts, Long Hair

DeepMAR (ResNet50): Female, Backpack, Shorts, Long Hair
Ours: Female, Handbag, Shorts, Short Hair

Ground Truth: Male, bag, Jacket, No hat
DeepMAR: Female, No Backpack, No Jacket, No hat

DeepMAR (ResNet50): Male, No Backpack, No Jacket,  No hat
Ours: Male, backpack, Jacket, No hat

Figure 5. Prediction Quality: Qualitative analysis of the proposed
method, DeepMAR [12], DeepMAR with ResNet50 as visual en-
coder. Wrong predictions are in red; right predictions are in black.

HandbagInput Backpack Boots Downgreen

Input Male Shoes Muffler Jacket

Figure 6. Attribute-specific Localization: Visualization of the
prediction of specific attributes in the image generated by the pro-
posed model. The first-row image and attributes are obtained from
Market1501 [37], whereas the second and third rows belong to
subset PETA-CUHK [6] and Duke dataset [17], respectively.

4.5. Effect of Number of Input Image

A handful of PAR datasets [6, 17, 37] include multiple
instances of the same person. Also, the number of instances
per pedestrian varies throughout the datasets. Moreover,
their pose, lighting condition, and back-front appearances
vary according to the scenarios. Since K number of images
of the same pedestrian have been used during the training,
the following question arises: What is the minimum number
of non-consecutive images of the same pedestrian required
to learn all attributes? To find an answer to this question,
we have trained the proposed model with a fixed number of
non-consecutive images of the same pedestrian and reported
the mA values on three chosen datasets, namely PETA [6],
Market-1501 [37], and Duke-attribute [17]. Note that these
are custom experiments. We have used only selected datasets
with pedestrian images with at least 2 different appearances
of the same person. Moreover, during the specific K value
experiment, we selected all training samples with at least K
appearances and discarded the remaining samples. Tab. 3
shows how mean accuracy varies with different K values.
From the results, we safely conclude that the number of
appearances provided during the training plays a critical
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role in learning a diverse range of attributes. For example,
two appearances are not provided with a significant gain
in accuracy due to low dissimilarity (same pose or lighting
conditions). However, when the number of different appear-
ances increases, the model learns more robust features and
can avoid occlusions or other limiting parameters.

Table 3. Effect of K images of the same pedestrian used during the
training on three datasets. All values are in %.

K PETA [6] Market-1501 [37] Duke-Attribute [17]
2 86.46 82.46 87.33
3 91.67 82.93 89.10
4 92.71 86.57 92.79
5 95.55 89.41 95.22

Table 4. Performance comparisons (in %) using the PAR methods
over the Market1501 [37] and Duke [17] Attribute dataset. The
accuracy reported in this table is derived using mFive metric.

Method Market-1501 [37] Duke-Attribute [17]
PedAttriNet [17] 84.64 80.07

APR [17] 85.33 80.12
JLPLS-PAA [28] 87.88 85.24

EALC [34] 88.41 85.76
Ours 91.43 89.16

4.6. Performance Comparisons on Occluded Sam-
ples

Occlusions can lead to misinterpretations, reducing the
reliability and performance of recognition models as they
obscure critical features and details. In order to understand
its effectiveness, we have tested the proposed method, recent
transformer-based method [5], and DeepMAR [12] on 500
occluded images from PETA [6] datasets. We have observed
92.14%, 87.57% and 78.43% mA values, respectively. Our
method demonstrates superior performance demonstrating
its robustness and adaptability in handling occlusions. Fig. 5
depicts such an occluded example shown on its right side.

4.7. Ablation Studies

Table 5 presents the results of the ablation study con-
ducted on the proposed model using the PETA dataset. The
model proposed in DeepMAR [12] inspires the baseline
model. Here, a 5-layer CNN has been trained with the FCN
layer. It achieves an mA score of 82.89% and an F1 score
of 83.41%. Adding the proposed S-ACRM block improves
mA score to 83.56% and an F1 score to 84.12%, indicating
the importance of class-activation cues. Further enhance-
ments are observed when incorporating additional compo-
nents. Combining S-ACRM with different training losses,
LG and LA, yields mA scores of 85.43% and 84.98%, re-
spectively. Finally, incorporating two losses during training
has achieved improved results with mA score of 86.45%

and an F1 score of 88.70%. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the S-ACRM module and combined losses
in improving the method’s performance.

Table 5. Ablation study of the proposed method on the PETA [6]
dataset.

Component mA (%) F1 (%)
DeepMAR (CNN) [12] 82.89 83.41
DeepMAR(ResNet50) 83.56 84.12
DeepMAR + S-ACRM 84.67 84.81
DeepMAR + S-ACRM + LA 84.98 85.09
DeepMAR + S-ACRM + LG 85.43 87.65
DeepMAR + S-ACRM + (LA + LG) 86.45 88.70

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, this research introduces a novel multi-

perspective approach for pedestrian attribute recognition
(PAR) to overcome the challenges often posed by the poor
image quality, occlusions, and limited training datasets.
While previous PAR methods have shown significant
progress, they often rely solely on spatial information from
a single perspective, limiting their reliability and general-
izability. The proposed approach addresses this limitation
by leveraging multiple perspectives and exploiting various
aspects available in the images. It employs a Self-Attentive
Cross Relation Module (S-ACRM) to correlate the class-
activation energy of each attribute across different images,
effectively capturing attribute-specific features. Additionally,
the method incorporates a fusion of correlation information
and utilizes two different losses for training a classification
neural network. Experimental evaluations on widely used
PAR datasets, including Market1501, PETA, PA-100k, and
Duke demonstrate the superior performance of the multi-
perspective approach as compared to existing methods. The
results highlight the effectiveness of considering multiple
perspectives in PAR, reducing overdependence on spatial
clues from a single viewpoint.

Furthermore, this research opens up a few interesting
avenues for future work. Firstly, exploring more advanced
fusion techniques for incorporating correlation information
from multiple perspectives can potentially enhance the over-
all performance of the PAR system. Moreover, investigating
methods to leverage additional contextual information, such
as scene context or temporal cues, may improve attribute
recognition accuracy.
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